G2UI is an integrated suite of applications, developed and produced by Creative Affinities Inc.
to provide unifying enterprise-wide benefits while managing particular non-program events.
The significant benefits of G2UI's distributed workflows truly range across the whole media enterprise, including
Programming, Traffic, Commercial Sales, On-Air Promotions, Graphics Production, and Master Control Operations.

The events managed by G2UI naturally include typical promo graphics but go beyond similar systems from graphics manufacturers,
since a single G2UI system can use many graphic platforms/brands, to leverage the most effective system for each channel's budget.
As well, G2UI does perform the final generation of a fully consolidated playlist for each facility's playout automation system, but it is
substantially more than an automation "translator", since its event-insertion can be easily managed/revised by non-technical staff.
G2UI's standard web browser interface
enables authorized users access via
the corporate WAN, even remotely.

Detailed user-rights management
controls permission to view / change
G2UI information.

The G2UI system provides a direct link to relevant program and asset data typically maintained in the
facility's scheduling/traffic and playout automation systems, regarding all program segments and interstitials.
G2UI also maintains its own metadata
related to programs and media assets.
A broadcaster's proprietary metadata
(contrasted with globally-standardized data)
is a valuable tool for distinquishing its
media presentation and directing it to
specific target demographics.
The separation of G2UI-specific data
from the scheduling system frees
the Traffic department to focus on
billing & reporting functions,
rather than on promotional tasks.
Comprehensive schedule information
is displayed in a consolidated vertical
playlist, with easily accessible data
about programs, assets, G2UI events, ...

Non-traffic "graphic" events are managed by flexible and powerful mechanisms
within G2UI for both repetitive rule-based events and selected custom events.

G2UI provides the most complete toolset for automating graphics:
- display of graphic images when supported by graphic device(s)
- auto-creation, based on an extremely versatile selection of data
- auto-scheduling, based on an easily modifiable set of rules
- quick manual inserts for customized scheduling
- copy/paste functionality for multiple insertions of similar events
- editing of any variable component of a scheduled graphic
- ability to confirm/suppress any scheduled graphic
- unicode support for international character sets

Optional features/modules include:
- Text4Air authorization and playout bridge for interactive content (web, SMS, ...)
- interfaces for events delivered by "non-graphic" devices
- media-viewer linked to the G2UI schedule
- user reports extracting G2UI data with flexible choices
- web-based presentation of an active on-air playlist
- coordination with BXF-enabled Traffic+Automation systems
- ...
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